ABSTRACT This paper presents a new clustering algorithm, the GPIC, a graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerated algorithm for power iteration clustering (PIC). Our algorithm is based on the original PIC proposal, adapted to take advantage of the GPU architecture, maintaining the algorithm's original properties. The proposed method was compared against the serial implementation, achieving a considerable speedup in tests with synthetic and real data sets. A significant volume of real data application (>10 7 records) was used, and we identified that GPIC implementation has good scalability to handle data sets with millions of data points. Our implementation efforts are directed towards two aspects: to process large data sets in less time and to maintain the same quality of the clusters results generated by the original PIC version.
I. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of clustering methods for Big Data requires scalable computing platforms that are capable of storing and processing massive and high dimensional data [1] , [2] . This could drastically limit the usage of classical clustering algorithms like Spectral Clustering [3] , which is data intensive and requires the calculation of the n × n distance matrix of the entire dataset and its eigenvalue decomposition.
Although they have proved to be robust, spectral clustering methods have a high order of complexity, especially for calculating the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which can be as high as O(n 3 ) [4] . Affinity matrix computation, which represents pairwise relations for spectral clustering, can be a strong limitation when massive data sets are used. Some authors [5] , [6] used parallel implementations to solve the general problem of parallelizing similarity affinity computations. Since pairwise relations are independent, affinity matrix is particularly appropriate for parallel implementation, which paves the way for adopting end-user parallel machines, such as GPUs (Graphics Processing Units), for massive data implementations [1] .
In addition, in order to overcome the O(n 3 ) computation cost of eigenvalue decomposition, parallel implementations have also been presented in the literature [7] . Sparse implementations of the affinity matrix have shown to be a promising strategy to improve scalability [6] . The Power Iteration Clustering (PIC) [8] adopts a different approach, which is based on an approximation of the largest eigenvector, which skips the usual high dimensional matrix operations. The method is based on a normalized pairwise affinity data matrix, which turns out to be a valid clustering indicator, consistently outperforming widely used spectral methods.
This paper presents a new GPU-based version of the PIC algorithm, called here GPIC (GPU Power Iteration Clustering), which aims at parallelization of the affinity matrix calculation and at the approximation of the largest eigenvector. In order to overcome the computational bottleneck we propose the GPIC approach, which aims at creating a set of CUDA kernels that can be called one after another to perform different steps of the PIC algorithm in parallel. GPUs offer a massively parallel hardware structure, which is appropriate to overcome some of the difficulties to scale up clustering methods. In this paper, experiments were run with 39.936 GPU cores for a real dataset problem.
Affinity matrix computation may require regular memory access and abundant parallel computation according to its implementation, what is inherently appropriate for GPU implementation. GPIC's implementation proposes a novel approach to compute the large scale affinity matrix, this implementation splits the data into chunks, which are iteratively copied to the GPU board device. Using CUDA framework, a large number of dedicated processors is launched to accomplish the task, which represents a gain in parallelization when compared to multi-CPU implementation.
GPIC's eigenvector approximation considers the one thread per row approach, where each thread performs a dot product between one row of a matrix and an element of a vector to produce one element of the resulting vector. The main design motivation for this kernel was aimed at data reuse from GPU shared memory, particularly for vector and matrix product computations. Operations were accomplished by block-reading from GPU shared memory, followed by threads computations on the data. Again, in contrast to other parallel implementations, due to the large number of processors in GPUs, matrix-vector multiplication can be computed in a single parallel step. As presented in the results section, GPIC provides a considerable speedup when compared with the sequential version of the GPU code on a single thread.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section section II, we discuss some relevant studies in this area. In section III, we describe the implementation details used to accelerate the Power Iteration Clustering method. In sections IV and V we present the results found for synthetic datasets and the real large application dataset respectively. Finally, in section VI, we present our concluding remarks and recommendations for further study.
II. CLUSTERING WITH GPUs
Recent advances in consumer computer hardware make parallel computing capability widely available to most users. Applications that make effective use of the so-called Graphics Processing Units (GPU) have reported significant performance gains [9] . In the CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) model, GPU is regarded as a co-processor, which is capable of executing a large number of threads in parallel. A single-source program includes host codes running on CPU (Central Processing Unit) and also kernel codes running on GPU. Computationally-intensive and dataparallel tasks are implemented as kernel codes in such a way that they can be executed in GPUs [9] .
An approach that uses k-means on GPUs is presented in [10] , where the authors applied k-means to a synthetic dataset with one billion data points and two dimensions. With this test setup, the GPU-version took about 26 minutes, and the serial version of the code took six days. The GPU board used was a GeForce GTX 280 with 240 CUDA cores and 1GB of global memory.
Dong et al. [11] presented a GPU accelerated BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies) [12] , version that can be up to 154 times faster than the CPU version with good scalability and high accuracy. The hardware configuration was: Intel Core i5-2320 (CPU), 8GB RAM and NVIDIA Tesla K20 (Kepler Architecture GPU) with 2496 CUDA cores and 5GB of global memory.
Andrade et al. [13] presented the algorithm G-DBSCAN, a GPU parallel version of the DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) [14] . Its implementation with GPUs can be over 100 times faster than its sequential version. The experiments were performed on a Intel Xeon 2.40GHz equipped with a Tesla M2050 with 448 CUDA cores and 3GB of global memory. Our approach to GPU implementation is based on the PIC algorithm [8] , which will be described in the next section.
III. METHODOLOGY
The PIC algorithm is a spectral clustering method, which is aimed at computing the largest eigenvector of a matrix by the Power Iteration Method [15] . Let's consider W to be a diagonalizable n×n matrix with dominant eigenvalue λ 1 . So, there is an eigenvector x 1 associated to λ 1 . Approximationx i of eigenvector x i will be updated at each iteration during PIC execution, hence i is the iteration number and x 0 is the initial vector in the following iteration equation 1.
Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n be the eigenvectors and λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n be the corresponding eigenvalues of W. Since x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are linearly independent, they form a basis of R n . Consequently, we can write x 0 as a linear combination of these eigenvectors:
where c 1 , c 2 , . . . c n are constant coefficients. Since λ 1 is the dominant eigenvalue, it means that each of the ratios
is less than 1 in absolute value,
so that:
So, if λ 1 = 0 and x 1 = 0,x i approximates a multiple of x 1 as i increases, that is an eigenvector corresponding to λ 1 , if c 1 = 0. In the PIC [8] algorithm the Power Iteration Method [15] performs the update step:
where Wx i 1 is the L 1 norm of Wx i . A serial version of PIC [8] is presented in Algorithm 1.
A. OUR APPROACH GPIC -GPU POWER ITERATION CLUSTERING
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the PIC behavior for a moderate amount of data using MATLAB, according to [8] . We used two synthetic datasets, two moons and three circles with N = 15, 000, 30,000 and 45,000 data points. Some notations are defined: N is the number of samples of the dataset, A is the affinity matrix and m is the input space dimension.
Algorithm 1 Power Iteration Clustering [8]
Input: W Row-normalized affinity matrix k Number of clusters
Initialize the variation of eigenvector 2:
Update the eigenvectors of W 4:
Update the variation of the previous and current eigenvector 5 :
break Terminate the estimation of eigenvectors 7: end if 8: end for 9: C ← k-means ofx i Cluster eigenvalues 10: return C
The results of the experiment indicate that the main bottleneck of the PIC algorithm [8] is to compute the pairwise distance/similarity for all data points, which is O(n 2 ) in the worst case. On average, it consumes 88.61% of PIC's total time. The results of the experiment are presented in Table 1 . In order to overcome this bottleneck we propose the GPIC (GPU Power Iteration Clustering) approach, which aims at creating a set of CUDA kernels that can be called one after another to perform different steps of the PIC algorithm. According to the growth of the data volume, a larger amount of memory must be available to store the entire affinity matrix, however the GPU memory is limited. Aiming to solve these challenge, our approach splits the data into chunks, which are iteratively copied to the device as presented in Figure 1 .
The iteratively affinity matrix generation steps are described bellow:
1) Read the input dataset and store in CPU memory.
2) Allocate memory space in the GPU for the input dataset. The chunk size is dynamically set according to the memory size of the GPU board. The input data that is maintained in the CPU memory is copied to the GPU's global memory. 3) Launch a kernel on the GPU board to calculate a chunk of the affinity matrix. It is considered only a portion of the affinity matrix. Then the result is copied back to the CPU memory. GPIC is described in Algorithm 2 while Figure 2 presents all steps of the execution flow. The two main focuses of GPIC are the Affinity matrix calculation and the Power Iteration step.
The first kernel, AffinityMatrix(S, p), is launched to evaluate the Affinity matrix A, where S is the input matrix and p is the number of threads. Matrix A is symmetrical with dimensions n × n, where n is the number of samples. When launched, this kernel has p threads and each thread is responsible for calculating a set of n p rows of matrix A. Thus, each element ij of matrix A is indexed according to the identifier j of each thread and the current index i. This step has order of complexity O(n 2 /p), and each CUDA core calculates parts of matrix A. Figure 3 presents an example of an affinity matrix A and this representation on GPU. In this scenario, each thread calculates a row of a matrix A, and each thread performs a control flow structure for each of the elements in each row.
The second kernel RowSum(A, p) is launched to sum the rows of matrix A and the result of this operation is stored in vector d. This step has order of complexity O(n 2 /p).
The third kernel, NormMatrix(A, d, p), is launched to normalize the affinity matrix A, with the result stored in matrix W. This step has order of complexity O(n 3 /p).
The fourth kernel, Reduction(d, p), with order of complexity O(n/p + log(p)), is launched to calculate the sum of vector d. In step 9 of the GPIC Algorithm 2, this operation is called again and the result is stored in τ . Sequential reduction VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 2. GPIC execution flow. occurs in O(n) and in a thread block where p < n we have O(n/p + log(p)) complexity. This pattern is suggested by Nvidia [16] since it is conflict free.
The fifth kernel Norm(x i , τ, p) is launched to normalize vector d, with the result stored inx i . The step 10 of the GPIC Algorithm 2 invokes the Norm(x i , τ, p) again in order Output:
Initialize the variation of eigenvector 7:
Multiply kernel 9: τ ← Reduction(x i+1 , p) Sum kernel 10:x i+1 ← Norm(x i+1 , τ, p) Update the eigenvectors kernel 11: δ i+1 ← |x i+1 −x i | Update the variation of the previous and current eigenvector 12 : This version of PIC implemented in GPU converges to exactly the same result as the original sequential method, since the multi-thread exploits the fact that the operations are independent.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments performed in this work were divided in two steps. First experiment shows the runtime and speedup of the two versions of the PIC Algorithm (sequential version of the GPU code, running it on just one thread and GPIC). The second one evaluated a profiling experiment in GPIC Algorithm which resulted in a new version of them.
A. EXPERIMENT I -SPEEDUP COMPARISON WITH SERIAL AND PARALLELS VERSIONS
In this section the results of the proposed GPIC algorithm are compared with the sequential version of the GPU code, running it on just one thread version of PIC. Experiments were conducted on a server containing two Intel Xeon E5-2620 (2 GHz, totalling 24 cores) with 64 GB RAM and one k40m model NVIDIA card with 12 GB GDDR5 SDRAM and 2880 CUDA cores running at 745 MHz. Thereby, performance was evaluated using two synthetic datasets (two moons and three circles) with the following matrix dimensions: 15.000 × 15.000 (3.85GB), 30.000×30.000 (16GB) and 45.000×45.000 (36GB). The results presented are the average of ten trials in all experiments. Table 2 shows running times and speedup of PIC and GPIC. Results show a significant speedup of the GPIC Algorithm which, on average, was 188.17 times faster than the original PIC (sequential version of the GPU code running it on just one thread). 
B. EXPERIMENT II -PROFILING GPIC ALGORITHM
In order to analyze GPIC algorithm performance, a profile process was performed with the NVIDIA Visual Profiler tool [17] . This tool provides a graphical interface where you can get metrics about the code that was run on the GPU. These metrics present the runtime of each kernel, the amount of global and shared memory used, and processors usage. This tool also includes an automated analysis engine to identify code optimization opportunities.
The NVIDIA Visual Profiler tool needs a graphical user interface to present results of profile process in a Graphical User Interface (GUI). However, the server where the k40m GPU card is installed does not support a GUI, thus it was necessary to change the simulations to another machine, and consequently another GPU card. This new machine has an Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz, 96 GB of RAM and a graphics card NVIDIA Quadro 4000 with 2 GB of GDDR5 memory and 256 CUDA cores. Figure 4 presents all kernels launched in the GPU and the duration of each of them. The computational cost of each kernel was evaluated, and, although the result of the profile shows the Multiply(x i , W, p) kernel with 46.6% of the total cost, in reality this is not the most expensive one. This kernel actually runs three times because of the iterative nature of the GPIC algorithm. The cost of running this kernel when evaluated individually is only 15.53% of the total time. The results indicate that the most expensive kernel was the NormMat (A, d, p) since it consumes 31% of the total time. This occurs because this kernel runs the affinity matrix by performing reading, updating, and writing operations on each of the array elements. Figure 5 shows that there was not an efficient use of global and shared memory on GPIC code. As a result, a small change in GPIC code was made. The NormMat(A, d, p) kernel was rewritten to use shared memory instead of global memory. After this modification in the code, another experiment was executed and the corresponding mean execution times are presented in Table 3 . An analysis of the stall reasons on the GPIC code are presented in Figure 6 . A stall condition occurs when a core cannot run the next instruction because of a dependency on a previous operation. As might be expected, the main reason for processor idleness was memory dependency (47.77%), which corresponds to the time when the GPU is waiting for the completion of a data transfer between the GPU and the CPU. The second reason for idleness was the dependency between instructions (30.99%). This behavior was also expected due to the iterative nature of the GPIC algorithm. The profiling experiment on the GPIC algorithm was important to identify bottlenecks and their causes. Table 3 presents the performance gain on a modified version of the GPIC code over the first version, where the average runtime decreased 32.15%. Finally, Table 4 presents the new runtime and speedup of the modified GPIC compared with PIC (sequential version of the GPU code running it on just one thread). Results show a significant speedup of the GPIC Algorithm which, on average, was 685.82 times faster than the original PIC (sequential version of the GPU code running it on just one thread). 
C. GPU MEMORY TRANSFER ANALYSIS
The execution of a kernel in the GPU requires all data used by this kernel to be copied from the CPU to the GPU memory before processing begins. After executing the kernel, the data produced needs to be moved back to CPU memory.
Usually, the function used in this type of procedure is a CUDA memory copy operation (cudaMemcpy).
An experiment was conducted to analyse the GPU communication/memory access overhead specifically the cudaMemcpy operation. A profile process was performed again in GPIC algorithm focused in this metric. This experiment considers the two moons dataset with 23 different size of data volume (5,000, 10,000, 15, 000, . . . 115, 000) . Figure 7 presents the GPIC memory access analysis. The percentage of total execution time used in a CUDA memory copy operation is highlighted with a black line and the percentage of a total execution time of all the other CUDA operations combined is presented in gray. Due to the increase of data volume in the GPU board, the operation of data transfer between GPU and CPU presents itself as the step that consumes most of the time. 
V. REAL APPLICATION
Many current real-world problems may involve large datasets with thousands of variables that tend to rise continuously if the current growth rate is maintained. In order to test GPIC in a real dataset, an experiment with GPIC was conducted with a very large data set, which turns out to be unfeasible to the original version of serial PIC algorithm.
In this section, results are presented for an image segmentation problem. Experiments were conducted in an Amazon cloud environment that contains a particular GPU instance p2.16xlarge. This instance provides general-purpose GPUs along with high CPU performance, large memory and high network speed for applications.
The operational system is Linux, and the hardware configuration is composed of 64 CPU cores, 720 GB RAM, 16 GPUs cards (NVIDIA K80 model) with 12 GB GDDR5 SDRAM with 2496 CUDA cores each board. A new version of the GPIC code was developed to use multiples GPUs on the same server.
Image segmentation relates to partitioning a digital image into multiple regions, based on some criteria. Formally it is defined as the process of partitioning an image into nonintersected regions, where the pixels of these areas share similar properties. In the experiments performed using the GPIC method, only the colour information was explored during image segmentation process.
A. RUNTIME
To evaluate the performance of the GPIC method in the image segmentation application, 157 aerial images were selected with dimensions of 350×290 resulting in a 101,500 pixels vector. The whole dataset contained 15,935,500 pixels for the 157 images. These images were captured by a drone during a real flight over the city of São Carlos, Brazil. The entire dataset was provided by the Instituto de Estudos Avançados da Aeronáutica IEAV, São José dos Campos, Brazil.
In order to better understand how multiple GPUs implementation of GPIC can be useful to process the whole dataset (15,935,500 pixels), an experiment was conducted with three multiple GPUs configurations:
• Scenario I -8 GPUs cards (NVIDIA K80 model) and 8 images running at the same time one on each GPU board;
• Scenario II -12 GPUs cards (NVIDIA K80 model) and 12 images running at the same time one on each GPU board;
• Scenario III -16 GPUs: cards (NVIDIA K80 model) and 16 images running at the same time one on each GPU board. In this experiment, each image was copied directly to one of the available GPUs and the GPIC method was immediately applied. After processing in the GPUs, the result was returned to the CPU memory. Since the multiple GPUs have the same computational resources, the images were evenly distributed. Figure 8 presents a schematic diagram of the GPIC running in multiple GPUs in the Amazon cloud environment. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 5 . As we can see in Scenario I, the average time to process each image in each GPU board is 26.19% faster than Scenario II and 52.59% than Scenario III. This situation can be explained due to the GPU bandwidth saturation of the bus, since the data volume used in Scenario II and III are much bigger than the Scenario I.
To complement the analysis, the total time spent to process the whole dataset was evaluated. Scenarios II and III have lower total run-times than scenario I. It can be seen in Table 5 that the total time spent in Scenario I is 18.86% bigger than Scenario II and 31.19% bigger than Scenario III. It can be concluded that although the runtime of each GPU is lower in the scenario with a small number of GPU boards, the scenarios that used a larger number of GPU boards presented an expressive reduction in the total runtime, because it has the capacity to process more images at the same time.
B. CLUSTER QUALITY EVALUATION
In order to compare cluster quality outcomes, the images were pre-processed with two different filters, Gaussian [18] and Median [19] . These filters were applied to reduce the details and texture, smoothing the pictures and under certain conditions, they preserve edges. This required because the aerial images have texture and changes in luminosity that must be reduced to obtain better results when the labeling of the pictures is done.
The criteria adopted for assessing the quality of the yielded clusters partition was based on a cluster quality index [20] . Two types of tests are commonly used to assess the quality of clusters: external and internal [21] . We chose external indexes to validate our experiments once we have a reference partition to compare the results. In the external criteria, the quality index is calculated according to a reference partition obtained from the dataset. Typically, a reference partition P is used to perform the validation. External indexes are computed in the interval [0, 1] , and the closer the result is to 1, the better the cluster quality is.
The chosen cluster quality indexes were RI (Rand Index) [22] , Jaccard [23] and Meil [24] . The abovementioned experiments were performed on the dataset 30 times for statistical significance and the results for all trials is presented in Table 6 . In all experiments the significance level of the statistical tests used was 5%. To analyze the cluster quality results we applied two statistical tests. The first test applied was a Shapiro-Wilk normality test [25] , and the result found was that for all two filters and all metrics (RI, Jaccard and Fowlkes-Mallows) the data results do not follow a normal distribution.
The second test applied was Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney [26] to check if there is a significant difference between the scenarios and to determine which was the best scenario. It was detected that different between scenarios exists. The best result found was obtained by the Median filter and the best external cluster quality metric is Fowlkes-Mallows 0.8438.
According to Table 6 , it can be concluded that for the two filters (Gaussian and Median) applied in the aerial images dataset the GPIC algorithm can generate good cluster results for an image segmentation problem. Finally, Figure 9 presents the GPIC results in the image segmentation process for five images of the dataset. It can be observed that GPIC was able to segment the images very consistently.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new clustering algorithm, the GPIC, a CUDA-based parallelization of Power Iteration Clustering. Our algorithm is based on the original PIC proposal, adapted to take advantage of the GPU architecture. The proposed method was compared with the sequential implementation, achieving a considerable speedup in synthetic and real large datasets. To the extent of our knowledge, this is the first paper that provides a CUDA-based parallelization of Power Iteration Clustering that is able to reduce runtime maintaining cluster quality of the original PIC algorithm.
We understand the speedup occurred for two reasons. Firstly the use of parallelism techniques and secondly the availability of a hardware that is suitable to run parallel applications. Matrix operations, which are computationally costly, have been replaced by simpler, similar operations that did not impact on the final result of the algorithm.
NVIDIA Visual Profiler tool helped to find bottlenecks in the first version of GPIC code and also estimated the potential performance benefits from removing those bottlenecks. With a small modified version of GPIC code, the average runtime decreased 32.15%.
Finally, a real-world application from computer vision was explored. Results pointed out that GPIC implementation has good scalability, without suffering performance degradation with large datasets. GUSTAVO 
